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What You Need:

You can get all of these materials at a Gold or above art centre
go to www.montmarte.net/stockist

Macr0004 mont marte hobby knife set
mmsp0021 mont marte plaster cloth wrap x 3
mmsp6002 mont marte make n Bake polymer clay Chinese white
paint:
pmsa0002 mont marte silver series acrylic scarlet red
pmsa0025 mont marte silver series acrylic mid green
pmsa0022 mont marte silver series acrylic yellow orange
pmsa0011 mont marte silver series acrylic ivory black
pmsa0010 mont marte silver series acrylic titanium
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2. Baking. Bake the horns on suitable ovenware.  If using Mont 
Marte Make n Bake polymer clay bake it for 30 mins at 130 
degrees.  Allow to cool.              

 

 

To model clay it is best to use 
tools.  These can be quite sharp
but a simple tool can be created 

from a wooden chopstick that
has been sharpened in a pencil

sharpener.  When baking
polymer clay don’t use
the fan forced setting

(refer to instructions on packaging)   

 

1. Creating the shapes.  Take a 65 g block of Mont Marte 
Polymer Clay and fashion a cone shape and bend the end so it 
curves slightly.  With a modelling tool create some vertical 
indents at the thick part of the horn. Now create the second 
shape also.  Make a horizontal hole in the base of each 
sculpture for the cord.     

  Devil Horns
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3. Painting the horns.  Once you have made your horns you can 
paint them.  If you want to paint them so they look realistic coat 
them first with a coat of Titanium White.  While this is still wet 
blend in some Umber into the base.  If you would like to paint 
them so they are brighter coat them in your chosen colour and 
let this dry.  Then paint them with some glitter paint.  Let this dry.    

 

  

4. Finishing.  Once the horns are dry.  Thread a leather cord 
through the first horn and tie a knot on either side of the hole.  
do the same for the second horn and ensure that the knots 
between the hornes are 65 mm apart.      

  

 

The horns have been made
with white Polymer clay but
any colour clay could be used.
The cord used in this case
is jewellery cord but a leather
shoe lace could also be used.   



 

2. Applying the plaster wrap.  Applying the wrap is easy, just dip 
it into water and apply it over the plug.  When you apply the 
plaster wrap ensure the strips overlap at the sides. Cover the 
stalk part of the plug first.  Cut the lengths so they cover half the 
pumpkin, wait for this to dry then flip the pumpkin over and do 
the next side. One coat of plaster wrap is enough but if you want 
a really smooth coat give it a second layer.       

 

When wrapping tape around the
plug make sure it is tight.  Only 3 

lengths are to be used.  If you
are un sure of how to do this

step watch the accompanying
video as it is quite clear.  Ensure 
there is no air in the bag either.

 

1. Creating the plug.  The first thing we need to do is to create a 
plug on which to place our plaster wrap over.  So take a 
garbage bag and fill it with a suitable packing material such as 
paper.  I am using shredded paper but one could use torn 
newspaper too.  Twist the bag and tape up the opening  really 
tight. Next wrap some tape across the centre and around the 
garbage bag.  Next wrap a length diagonally around the bag 
then a third diagonal length of tape.  Lastly cut the taped 
opening so that it is roughly 100 mm long.  
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Pumpkin Mask
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3.  Painting.  Squeeze out some Silver Series Orange onto a 
palette and using a large flat brush, paint the entire mask. You 
will have to paint the top part first and then the bottom.  Once 
this has dried and you can handle it, paint the stalk.  Use Sap 
green for this.  Let this dry 

 

  

4. Finishing.  Cut out the Black part of the mouth and nose on 
the image that can be found on the last page of the PDF.  Paint 
the back side of the cut outs with Orange Silver Series Paint 
and position them.  Let this dry and touch up any areas of 
Orange paint with Black paint.  Let this dry.  Next, position the 
eyes, use blue Tac to hold them in position and draw a line 
around the areas with a marker.  Cut these out with a hobby 
knife.  Turn the pumpkin over and use the knife again to cut out 
a hole in the base large enough so the wearers head will fit 
through it.   Lastly, remove the plug from this hole that has just 
been created.        

The last stage requires the
use of a hobby knife.  It is 

not recommended that
children be allowed to use

a hobby knife.   Adults must
use caution when using a hobby knife.

 





 

 


